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**Toys For Babies and Toddlers**

*IT’S NOT ABOUT THE TOYS*

*IT’S ABOUT YOU!!!*

Try to avoid battery operated toys which provide distracting lights and sounds and limit exploration and imagination.
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Baby mirror
(Unbreakable)

Pop up toys
Musical instruments
Blocks with different shapes, sizes and colors
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Puzzles with different shapes and colors

Crayons, Pencils, Paper

Balls of different sizes
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Dolls and stuffed animals

Toy vehicles (be cautious of small parts that can come off)

Pretend dishes/ pretend medical kits/ dress up (old clothes and hats)
Household Toys
Household items can be fun toys for babies and toddlers (shoeboxes, sock puppets (be cautious about small buttons), measuring cups, wooden stirring spoons and lightweight pots

Drum set  Sock puppets  Dolls
Bath toys  Shoebox oven
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And don’t forget- BOOKS